
The Alberta One World Branch Office

How Global Groups Remove Our Rights and Freedoms

Someone is buying and manipulating the politicians and political parties of Alberta. Their agenda is 

simple. Place their foot soldiers, who seek to remove the Rights and Freedoms of Albertans, in 

positions of power in our governments then use those positions as a beachhead to infect our society. 

They do this through the funding of political campaigns and through the manipulation by the media of 

the population with propaganda to support their chosen candidates who then execute their agenda. This 

includes funding the campaigns of both sides of political contests often to split the vote in favor of their

favored candidate. The infestation occurs at all levels of government even into policing and senior govt

administration. The plan has been around since the end of WWII where the seeds were sown at the 

Bretton Woods Conference. It exists to this day funded through the massive debt and spending by our 

own governments. 

Of course you won't see their cells operating in the open or in the public eye but they exists as 'hubs' 

and 'forums' designed to train their young foot soldiers, or what they call 'global shapers', in the war 

against our Rights and Freedoms. Their funding is secret, their organizations are secret and their goals 

are secret.  

Their primary weapon is the removal of transparency in governments. By hiding the insider world of 

governments and politicians, like who is funding political campaigns and mainstream election media, 

they seek to hide their own activities from the public. They have thousands of members and devotees 

that move behind a facade of 'political action' and 'social change' and they do so at all levels of 

government. 

Over the past few decades these groups have successfully modified election transparency laws to 



obfuscate the nature of the money flowing into political campaigns. In this way they can fund multiple 

candidates to obliterate choice and transparency while presenting a facade of open democracy. They 

work with 'media partners' to run smear campaigns against 'non member' candidates or simply run 

similar disposable candidates to split the vote so that their chosen candidate wins the election.

Once installed in government, their 'shapers' are hired to bring in outside policy analysts to provide the 

directives and 'expert guidance' to governments. These advisors provide the public relations, media 

control and propaganda to bring highly calculated and highly manipulated favorable exposure in 

mainstream media and online through tech media for the public to consume. This includes the use of 

language that undermines the actions and reputations of all candidates that would seek to remove the 

veil of secrecy around elections and campaign funding or expose associations with such groups by 

elected representatives. The refrains of 'personal privacy' are most often used to hide the activities of 

donors and supporters alike and in so doing the real agenda behind these Manchurian candidates. The 

candidates are told to avoid any open acknowledgment of the hubs, forums and outside funding and to 

hide any and all information that would tie them to such groups. They are taught to use the refrain of 

'conspiracy theorist' to any and all who question their motives or seek to open this veil of secrecy or 

they simply use denial.

Their strategy is long term and they start very early in education in civics to seed and grow the roots of 

their future candidates. Children are taught the ground rules of politics and socialism and as those who 

excel rise within the ranks, they are advanced to networks such as the 'Global Shapers Community' and 

WEF's 'Young Global Leaders'. Eventually they are hired at the govt support level in municipal or 

provincial governments while being groomed to either run for office or advance within the bureaucracy.

The dual path of higher government employment and political leadership supported by outside 

consultants, contractors and policy advisers that are already deeply entrenched within government, act 

as an escalator for these young 'shapers' to the top echelons of governments. When this happens the 

trifecta of control is complete.

With these three elements in place, organizations like World Economic Forum, the Bilderberg Group or

the Council on Foreign Relations or a host of others can effectively manipulate our governments to do 

their bidding. Inclusive of creating projects that help funnel tax revenue into the pockets of these global

leaders as owners of government suppliers while returning some of that money back into the campaigns

of local politicians. It is a perfect political control and manipulation feedback loop funded by the very 



people they manipulate. Infrastructure, health, culture, sport and a wide variety of programs to 

continuously move the money from the people and into a cycle that further erodes their own freedom 

and democracy. With each year, more transparency in elections and government is removed behind 

veils of 'privacy rights' and each year the role of public oversight and reporting of government activity 

is reduced or eroded.

The masses blindly vote for the foot soldiers of the elite who then hire the senior staff in govt who hire 

junior staff drawn from the hubs and forums of the leadership group. They back up all actions with 

'external consultants' hired by 'senior staff' and supported by the political leadership including in areas 

like compensation or talent acquisition. The consultants are owned by the exact same groups and 

individuals that run the hubs and forums. It is a closed loop.

This is the Alberta political system. While we would like to say it will change it won't because the 

people refuse to accept the truth. All of the above is easy to see but those who seek to surface the 

information are labeled as conspiracy theorists or worse extremists. There is simply no will within the 

people to fight back and so the removal of Rights and Freedoms continues until they will eventually be 

gone.

The answer is one simple solution. Complete Transparency. 

Openness, the removal of the veils of privacy & enforced honesty in government and mainstream 

media all come by first opening the doors and windows to shine a light to expose everything. There 

must be no privacy or secrecy in govt. It must be open, transparent and verifiable without reproach 

starting with our elections, our court systems and policing and the people must be given more control 

over major decisions made between elections. The representative must do what the majority of their 

constituents demand as opposed to what the party says or the concept of direct democracy on important

issues and recalls.

It is simple. These masters of manipulation hide like vampires in the darkness of ignorance fearing the 

light but by shining the light of hope and transparency, it will start to end their tyranny over the people 

and remove them forever from our world. This requires change and an end to the manipulation and 

propaganda by our mainstream media.  



Join us on the side of conspiracy theory and truth and light or forever remain subjugated and without 

hope, Freedom or Human Rights, trapped inside a political cult. You have nothing to fear from 

transparency and truth. Challenge all those who question or seek to stand in the way of transparency 

with the phrases like 'conspiracy theory' or 'disinformation' or 'extremist' or 'right wing' or 'racist' 

because it is their tell of who they are, who they work for and what their agenda is. They seek to 

undermine the truth and our Rights and Freedoms through their carefully crafted rhetoric, name calling,

cancellation, censorship and division.

We must stand as one, united against this new world order in all its forms if we are to have any hope for

the return of our freedoms and the freedoms of our children.


